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1 INTRODUCTION
Japan's policy of the backend of nuclear fuel cycle is to reprocess spent fuels and

recycle recovered plutonium and uranium, under the principle of no surplus plutonium.
High-level radioactive waste separated during reprocessing will be disposed of after
solidification in vitrified form, followed by the storage for 30 to 50 years and finally by
ultimate disposal in a deep geological formation. The spent fuel exceeding the available
reprocessing capacity will be managed as potential energy resources, until being
reprocessed (Fig.l).

The above policy is not essentially changed since the last NUCEF international
symposium, NUCEF95. The national and international circumstances, however, is now
more mobile, with such opportunities of PNC incidents, French decision of permanent
closure of Super-phoenix, IAEA policy to strengthen safeguards and so force.

New movements are shown in such recent topics as the rebirth of PNC as Japan
Nuclear Cycle Development Institute(JNC), positive reactions in some local sites against
MOX fueling into LWR, test acceptance of spent fuel to Rokkasho plant, publication of
the joint report on interim AFR storage of spent fuel by MITI, STA and utilities, and of
the report on treatment and disposal of radioisotope and research wastes by Atomic
Energy Commission of Japan(AECJ).

2 THE ROLE OF JAERI
In these circumstances, the role of JAERI and the effective utilization of NUCEF

would be more important. The current status of JAERI's research on backend cycle is
reviewed together with the future research direction with emphases on NUCEF
utilization.

The role of JAERI in the backend cycle in Japan is to conduct safety research and
fundamental research as formulated in the current "Long-term Program for Research and
Development and Utilization of Nuclear Energy" which prepared by AECJ in 1995. This
program will be revised in a few years but the JAERI's role in the backend research
would not be essentially changed.

According to the definition, JAERI has conducted the backend research in the
following areas; safety research for current or near future technology, fundamental
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research for long-term future technology options, and supporting research for nuclear
material control. NUCEF is expected to provide the base for these research, especially
for hot experiments using plutonium, minor actinides and spent fuel.

Major objectives of safety research is to develop safety criteria and establish
technical bases for licensing, to improve the safety of current or near future technology
and to clarify the safety margin of licensed technology. Along this, research have been
conducted on criticality safety to develop database and improve assessment methodology,
radio-nuclide confinement in Purex process under normal and accidental conditions,
radioactive waste disposal to develop safety assessment methodology and database.
(Figs 2 and 3)

The present goal of fundamental research is to show or clarify the chemical or
scientific feasibility of advanced system such as for recycling minor actinides or for
incinerating long-lived nuclides. Various research have been conducted such as on
partitioning of HLLW, transmutation of transuranics with accelerator, advanced nuclear
fuel cycle based on nitride fuel and pyrochemical process (Fig.4) , extraction of actinides
in super critical fluid medium and so on.

Supporting research for nuclear material control is conducted mainly for
international contribution to strengthened safeguards by IAEA and to frame working of
international monitoring system for CTBT. Major research targets are the development of
isotope analysis technology of femto-grams of uranium and plutonium in the
environmental sample and the development of remote and automatic measurement
technology of fissioned or activated products (Fig. 5 and 6).

Fundamental requirements in directing future research in JAERI would be
prioritization in safety research, innovation in fundamental research and timeliness in
nuclear material control research.

One of the key words in prioritizing safety research will be plutonium or MOX.
Examples of important research would be criticality experiment with plutonium fuel,
process safety confirmation in applying Purex process to MOX fuel reprocessing and
development of safety criteria for implementing enhanced burnup credit method into
future backend activities including interim storage of spent MOX fuel. Another key word
will be radioisotope and research wastes. Efforts will be focussed on the realization of
the disposal and the results will contribute to the promotion of disposal of various fuel-
cycle wastes (Fig. 7).

Extended mile stone of FBR implementation will broaden the scope of future
technology options in fundamental research. In selecting candidate technology, best
considerations must be paid to the system features of reactor, recycle steps, waste
management from the view point of safety, economy and proliferation resistance.
JAERI's fundamental research described above are presently in a scouting stage of
scientifically feasible options. Evaluation must be made in future in the scope of
technology transfer to JNC at an appropriate R&D stage.

Research for nuclear material control is expected to contribute timely to
international needs. The priority would be considered in the view of urgency as well as
development need requiring JAERI's challenge. Development of advanced ultra analysis
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in clean chemistry laboratory and remote monitoring and data transport method will be
highly prioritized, as well as development of strategy or philosophy for effective
safeguardings.

3 RESEARCH AT THE NUCEF
NUCEF is a key facility in the above research as COE for the backend research. It

is important to revise periodically the NUCEF research program and to improve the
facility function for the maximum utilization of NUCEF (Figs 8 and 9).

The plutonium treatment facility is under construction aiming at the introduction of
MOX fuel from JNC next year and at the initiation of the dissolution after two years for
preparing plutonium solution fuel for criticality experiment (Fig. 10). The TRU
Geochemical Chamber, an atmosphere-controlling glove box system is constructed for
the study of geochemical behavior of transuranium elements for geological disposal of
radioactive waste. An atmosphere-controlling steel cell is also under conceptual design
for initiating pyrochemistry of minor actinides including americium (Fig. 11). A process
study is initiated to recover hundred grams of americium from the raffinate in the
plutonium treatment facility. A comprehensive program for the management of TRU-
contaminated wastes is also under making.
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Fig. 1 Prospect of Spent Fuel Management in Japan

STACY (Static Experiment Critical Facility)

Research on criticality of fuel solution system
•Benchmark experiment data

-Low enriched uranyl nitrate solution
-Uranium and plutonium nitrate solution

•Reflector and neutron absorber effect
-Extractor, Dissolver, Fuel storage tank

TRACY (Transient Experiment Critical Facility")

Research on source term at criticality accident
• Neutronic and thermo-hydrodynamic behavi

-Power, Pressure, Gas void effect, FP releas
-Reactivity feedback mechanism

• Gamma and neutron radiation distribution

Fig. 2 Criticality Safety Research
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Fig. 3 Research and Development of Radioactive Waste Management
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Fig. 4 Advanced Nuclear Fuel Cycle Based on Nitride Fuel and
Pyrochemical Processing
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Fig. 5 Development of Analytical Techniques for Ultra Trace Amounts of
Nuclear Materials in Environmental Samples for Safeguards
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Fig. 6 Development of Analytical Techniques for Ultra Trace Amounts
of Nuclear Materials in Environmental Samples for Safeguards
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Fig. 7 Future Direction of Backend Research
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Criticality Safety

STACY

- Reflector effect evaluation of 280T slab core tank (10% EU Soln.)

- Fundamental experiments of 800 0 cylindrical core tank

TRACY

- Transient operation with 3$ excess reactivity added

- Start of experiment for confinement demonstration of fission products

- Experiments for clarification of reactivity feedback mechanism and
release behavior test of aerosol radioactive nuclide

Fuel Reprocessing and Partitioning

Reprocessing experiment

- Loading spent fuel of LWR (8,000 MWd/t) into the alpha-gamma cell

- Acquirement of behavior data of the nuclides by dissolution/extraction
tests

Partitioning experiment

- After using small amount of actual liquid waste, test with
HLLW (3.7x10' 'Bq) from the reprocessing tests are started

- The 4 group partitioning demonstration tests with actual HLLW
are carried out

Fig. 8 Summary of Research Progress in NUCEF( 1)
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TRU Waste Management

Study on new ceramic waste form

- Performance tests with yttria-stabilized-zirconia ceramic form containing
237-Np

Evaluation of natural barrier

- Clarification of adsorption mechanism of 237-Np, 238-Pu and 241-Am by
adsorption column tests with several kinds of soil

Quality measurement of TRU waste form

- Development of active and passive neutron assay using simulated waste
form

TRU Chemistry

Characterization of spent fuels

- Development of high accurate analysis of TRU and FP using small
amount of sample

Fig. 9 Summary of Research Progress in NUCEF(2)
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Objective
- Dissolution of MOX Fuel Powder

Specification
- Capacity : 2.5 kgMOX/batch
- Construction material : Titanium
- Electric current: 100 A
- Dissolution reagent: 0.05 MAg, 4 MHNO3

- Dissolution temperature : 30 °C
- Dissolution time : 5 hours

Application
- Recovery of MOX fuel scraps

in MOX fabrication plant
- Decomposition of organic wastes
- Decontamimation of alpha bearing

solid wastes

Circulation Pot,

Electrolysis Pot

Stirrer

Powder feeding Pot

MOX Dissolver

Fig. 10 Silver Mediated Electrolytic Dissolver of MOX Fuel
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Purpose

• High temperature properties
of TRU fuels

• Pyrochemistry and electro-
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Fig. 11 Atmosphere-controlling Steel Cell for Pyrochemistry of
Minor Actinides
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